
Institute of international education Inc, 
Z ost 45 th street, Eew fork Gity,

December 27th,1928,

professor ;dwin B* A, Saligman, 
Columbia university.

ay dear professor seligman:

At a luncheon to a distinguished Brazilian 
scholar, D», Carlos Carvalho and taa Sraxilian Concul general, Dr, 
Sebastlac Sampaio, which I gave at fl» faculty Glut the other day, the 
following persons were present:

professor Robert 3, Chaddock
* John Dewey
* i?’ran&lin He Hidings
« Samuel McCune Lindsay
» Hubert il* olver

,
* 3dwin R, A, Sei ,

One of the questions we discussed ws the almost 
impossibility of scholars in Latin America securing American bcelcs in the 
social sciences largely because of their cost, 
suoti as sending the loose leaves of th 
there, which might reduce the expense;
Ushers who might be willing to sene books at reduced rates, etc, 
remember it, however, the one suggestion that we all thought the most ilghly 
of was the one you nade, namely, the possibility of securing the agreement 

Social Science Research Council to translate a few of the -est bodes 
In the three or four international languages into tne other international 

languages, so that scholars in the various countries at least could make me 
teal, be of particular value in Latin America,

ever, when anything of that wind Is done only Spunis 
must not be forgotten that Brazil has nearly 40 million people who speak 
.-ortui’ues ; and taut is ne arly >aif of the population of Ta tin America, I 
sincerely nope that you will be able to prevail on the Social Science Research 
Council to see the wisdom of tat» action, Unquestionably, w .He much of the 
resentment of Latin uaericans toward the United States is justified, sane of 
it rests u on mi$understanding, -phis will be one of removi? the misunderstand
ing.

Various suggestions were made
books to Latin America for binding
forming a central committee of pub-
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Sincerely yours,

S. P. DUdGAS

Director,


